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EDITORIAL

Like yours, I suspect, my bees are tucked
up for winter now. A quick check of my
three colonies the other day of a couple of
frames in the middle of the brood nests
found brood and larvae—not much but
some—and there were plenty of bees in
each hive so they seem to be queen-right
and strong. Feeders off, insulation on.
All hives feel like they’re nailed to the
floor; thanks to our Veiled Beekeeper for
that little tip. I’m optimistic there’s a good
chance of them making it through the
winter.
A bit more hornet news: an Asian hornet
nest in Ascot, Surrey was found and
destroyed in October. There’s also been a
new potential hornet threat discovered—
see photo below, and check out the Asian
hornet report.

Vespa orientalis: a new threat? Photo: Gotz Luck

AGM & Honey Show: coming soon
The Annual General Meeting is coming up
fast—it’s on Friday 18 February—and it
offers a chance to show off your skills.
Alongside the essential business of the
AGM—electing officials and so forth—runs
our Honey Show. This is the place to
demonstrate your bee-related skills,
whether it’s photography, making things
with hive products or baking confections.
So reserve the evening and check out the
advance news on page 2.
That’s not all: upcoming is our winter
meeting programme, of which you’ll find
details on the back and events pages. Note
that the first one, is Friday 19 November.
We held no physical meetings last
winter so I hope this year we can enjoy
inspirational talks, meeting and talking
about bees, and looking forward to a better
season than this one was (for me, anyway).
Bee Chats: thank those at the Bee Chat
the other week at The Dorset in Lewes for
reminding me to check for a laying queen,
or I would have stressed about it over the
winter. I also want to thank Graham
Bubloz for quietly getting on and
organising the bee chat, which was highly
enjoyable: it’s a great way to meet new
members and, well, chat about bees.
So he’s organised another for
November—check the Events page.
Manek Dubash, Editor

EVENTS
Bee chats in the pub and
indoor meetings.
See back page for details

NEXT MONTH
Winter tips
Your contributions
Committee news
Asian Hornet update
News updates

SHARE YOUR PHOTOS
AND STORIES
Do you have interesting
photos or video links you’d
like to share? Or an insight
from your beekeeping that
would could enhance the
hobby for others? Do you
have skills that could be
useful to other members?
Anything else you’d like to
see in this newsletter?
Ideas and contributions
welcome; all contact details
are on the back page.

ONLINE
brightonlewesbeekeepers.co.uk

QR link to our website

HINTS AND TIPS

Seasonal tips for November
This month’s title is a little misleading,
by now you will have tucked your bees
up for the winter and they will be left to
their own devices until the spring.
That’s except for the odd visit to
check on whether they are upright after
a storm, need a bit of additional feeding
with fondant or some other mixture to
supplement their stores, or later in
December or January to carry out an
oxalic acid varroa treatment. For most
of the time from now until March you

will be spending a considerable
amount of time in your Garage/Shed/
Store/Kitchen/Doghouse cleaning,
repairing, and building kit.

Cleaning up
By far the biggest task for me is
cleaning frames and dealing with the
wax. Are the frames and wax in good
condition? They could be at least five
years old by now if it is the first time
they have resurfaced, and even older if
they have already been reused.
“Five years” you ask? Year one;
made up from a kit and had foundation
fitted. Year two; spent most of its time
on the outside of the brood nest and
only drawn out on one side. Year
Three- Five; moved into the centre of
the hive where it was continually used
to raise brood and now the wax is as
black as sin. Yes, five years.

Wax assessment

Old black comb: re-use or junk?

The first job is to assess the wax in the
frame:
Clean, still yellow, and little used:
Freeze the whole frame, if possible,
to kill off any wax moth eggs and

Abelo steam wax melter

larvae then store for reuse next
season.
Damaged and little used wax: cut out
and reclaim.
Looks like it been stuck up a chimney
for years: cut out and throw it away.
We have all been in the position of
saying, “I’m sure there’s some wax in
there”. Wrong. Most of it is propolis,
old cocoon sheaths and rubbish.
You’ll end up with a heap of sludge
for a teaspoonful of wax.
(Continued on page 3)

B&L Honey Show (at the AGM): Friday 18 February 2022
Hot news: the Honey Show is back,
with new classes and a new way to
submit photos.
This year has not been the best for
honey, so we’ve added a couple of nonhoney classes: a honey label design and
any confectionery—but not biscuits or
cake—you make with honey.
Points are awarded in each class and
the person who gains the most points
will be awarded the Dixon Hurst Cup,
so the more classes you enter the
better your chance. Also, there is the
Novice Cup for the most points gained
by a member who has not won
anything in a previous Honey Show.
Photographs will be dealt with in a
differently this year, as we are going
completely digital.
Photographs will need to be
submitted by email a week before the
AGM and will be projected on the

evening. We hope it will be a better
way to show off your photos.

Schedule for Classes
Class 1: One 1lb Jar Clear honey.
Class 2: One 1lb Jar Naturally
Crystallised honey.
Class 3: Two 1lb Jars of similar
honey.
Class 4: One Honey Jar Label of your
own design on an empty 1lb jar.
Class 5: One Moulded candle.
Class 6: One 1oz block of wax.
Class 7: One Honey Cake. Next
month’s newsletter will contain the
recipe to be used.
Class 8: Six Honey Biscuits. Your own
recipe to be provided with biscuits.
Class 9: Four items of Confectionery
containing Honey (sweets, fudge,
etc.)

Class 10: A bee-related photograph
(JPG: Max file size 4MB).
Class 11: A close-up shot of a bee
(JPG: Max file size 4MB).
Please have a go, you have plenty of
time to make, bake and edit before
February, so we expect a good turnout.
The Entry Form and Rules will be sent
out after Christmas and with the AGM
pack. And more details next month.

Honey entries at our last Honey Show
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HINTS AND TIPS

Seasonal tips for November (cont.)
Frame assessment
Next on the list are frames that have
had the wax removed. Are they sound?
Are there bits missing or have the wax
moth larvae chewed their way through
the bottom bars and made them into
some delicate filigree?
Once all the damaged bits have been
removed, they will need cleaning. Once
clean replace the missing parts with
new or reclaimed and clean parts.
Those cleaning frames fall into four
camps:
Manually scrape off all the wax and
propolis then scorch with a blow
torch. Not such a bad job if you only
have a few to do.
Submerge them, a boiling solution of
washing soda and water for five-ten
minutes. You’ll need a large tea urn
like a 10L Burco (below, right) or
similar. Then rinse them on cold
water and letting then dry. Make
sure you do both ends of the frame.
Putting the whole frame including
the wax comb into a steam wax
melter for about ten -fifteen minutes.
Two jobs at once, melted wax and
steam sterilised frames
Bin the whole lot and start from
scratch. If you have an open fire they
make good firelighters, or you could
use five-pound notes, whatever you
prefer.

Melting wax
Above, I’ve glibly mentioned two
processes, wax melting and using a
steam wax melter, that may be a little
alien to some of my newer readers.

Melting wax is very straightforward.
Take a large old saucepan or cooking
pot and fill with about 50-75mm of
rainwater. In E Sussex, where I live, tap
water has calcium salts in it and will
spoil the finish of the wax. Bring the
water to a very gentle simmer and start
adding your bits of wax. Take care
when heating wax, it is flammable, but
it must reach at least 70˚C to sterilise it.
Once all of the wax has melted, pour
the contents into a plastic bucket and
let it cool. When cool, the wax will have
formed a hard sheet on top of the water
with a layer of detritus on the bottom.
Scrap off the detritus and sell the
cleaned block of wax back to one of the
many equipment wholesalers in
exchange for new foundation.
However, if you want to make really
clean wax for showing, making wax
wraps, cosmetics or candles, then
repeat the melting process two or three
times and instead of scraping the
resulting rubbish off, strain it through
fine material (eg old tights or muslin)
each time to remove any impurities.
If you are doing any of these
processes in your kitchen, clear it with
the management (says the man! Ed.)
and cover everything in newspaper and
dustsheets first.

blocked up. The box is sealed by a
shallow roof which has had a hole
drilled in the top. The hole is big
enough to take the end of the steam
wallpaper stripper hose.
The wallpaper stripper was bought
for use on other DIY jobs about the
house. The OMF sits in a large square
plastic tray and catches all of the
melted wax and water and the OMF
catches all the rubbish. Job done. Not
one for the kitchen, best done in the
garage or outside.
Of course, you can do these jobs at
any time of the year, but you’ve got
time now and actually it’s easier to deal
with some of these cleaning jobs now
the temperature is lower and the wax
and propolis has started to harden. It’s
amazing how sticky propolis is even at
18˚C.
Another advantage of doing these
jobs at this time of year is that you will
not be surrounded by bees and/or
wasps which will be attracted to the
smell of warm wax and honey. Which is
what usually happens to me when I’m
trying to do something in the garage
during the summer.
I know I’ve not mentioned other hive
parts, but I will in my next issue.
A Veiled Beekeeper Production

Steaming
A steam wax melter may seem an
extravagance but it can save you a lot of
time if you have lots of frames to clean.
Commercially available melters usually
consist of a large metal drum with an
outlet on one side and a steam inlet on
the other.
Inside the drum is a smaller mesh
drum. Whole frames and/or wax is put
in the smaller mesh drum and steam is
passed into the larger drum from an
external steam generator (usually a
wallpaper stripper). Water and wax
drip out of the open outlet and the
rubbish is collected in the mesh drum.

DIY wax melter

A Bain-Marie makes a good wax melter. Just
don’t cook anything in it afterwards!

My melter works on the same principle
but the outer drum is a brood or super
box depending on the frames I’m
cleaning. The mesh drum is an open
mesh floor (OMF) with the entrance
3

Ten-litre Burco boiler

NEWS FROM THE DIVISION

Your Committee at work

Hilary Osman
Secretary

The close of the honey bee year is here with
us now. As I write this, it is pouring down
with strong winds and heavy rain... So no golf
played today!
The committee would like some help. I
keep banging on about, month in, and month
out. We all do it in our free time, being on the
end of the telephone, receiving photographs
for ‘a problem in my hive’ during the year,
finding mentors etc but surely there are a
few members who can help us out. We on
the committee have all been on the
committee for at least a couple of years and
to bring new ideas and more enthusiasm we

need you and your thoughts. So please
consider this and help us out—and by
helping us you help everyone else.
It was good to meet up with a few
members in the Dorset pub, earlier this
month. There were those new to beekeeping,
and those with more experience to help
answer questions and queries. More are
planned, so keep an eye out for those.
Remember no question is stupid, as another
person is probably thinking the very same.
Hope to see some of you at a Zoom
meeting or even in the flesh.
Take care, Hilary

Asian hornet report

Manek Dubash
Asian Hornet
Team Co-ordinator

The nest in question. Photo: Peter Davies, NBU

Asian hornet nest found in Surrey

Vespa orientalis

An Asian hornet (Vespa velutina) nest in
Surrey was tracked down and destroyed last
month. An observant beekeeper spotted
them hawking in front of his hives near
Ascot and reported the sighting, sending in
videos and photos on 6 October.
Defra confirmed it on 8 October. Hornets
were tracked to a nest about 20 metres up a
poplar tree, barely visible from the ground. It
wouldn’t have been found without using a
track and trace system. It was retrieved by a
cherry-picker and destroyed on 11 October.
The National Bee Unit said monitoring
“was underway to detect any other Asian
hornets in the vicinity.”
So at least one Asian hornet queen made it
to the British mainland, probably in or on a
4

vehicle crossing the Channel. She then built a
primary nest and laid eggs which hatched
into workers, leaving her free to lay while
workers built a secondary, much larger nest.
I’m surprised that no-one spotted any
hornets until this late in the year, and we
have to hope that the nest had yet to spawn
sexuals: male hornets and queens which
once mated hibernate until spring.
The hornets will keep trying and it’s quite
clear from the Ascot discovery and from the
experiences of the heroic Channel Island
hornet action teams that public engagement
is critical to finding those nests as quickly as
possible.
To that end, I’ve sourced a pile of posters
from the Non-Native Species Secretariat—
part of Defra—which are available for
anyone to pick up and stick in public spaces.
I’ll bring some to the next public meeting.
In the meantime, download the Asian
Hornet app, keep your eyes on your colonies,
and tell your friends.
If you spot one, use the app or this report
form.

New hornet threat detected
A new threat to honey bees—the oriental
hornet (V. orientalis)—has been detected in
the south of France (see photo, left). There’s
a description of the finding in this Youtube
video by Eric Darrouzet (in French).
The good news is that it’s been detected
early, unlike V. velutina . The bad news? The
oriental hornet is, like its cousin, both highly
invasive and a major threat to honey bees.
More on this discovery next month.

NEWS FROM THE DIVISION

Seasonal tip extra: beware autumn winds

Check your hives are on firm supports. At this time of year, wind can blow them over or, in this case, heavy rain, making the
ground very soft. The combination made the hive fall. I have reset the hive on a stable base and strapped round it, so if it
should be more secure. Words and pictures: Bob Curtis, B&L Meetings Secretary

Arachnids in the hive: can they help fight varroa?
We quite often see other creatures taking shelter in our hives, in spaces such as the roof. Could any of them be helpful in our battle
against the wretched varroa mite? Gerald Legg reports
Pseudoscorpions are small arachnids
(related to spiders, scorpions and

The melittophilous pseudoscorpion
Dasychernes inquilinus on a Melipona
compressipes brood comb, in Colombia

mites) found in soil, humus, leaf litter,
decaying wood, compost and manure
heaps, the nests of small mammals, and
other invertebrates including bees.
They are predatory and, in the case
of bees, not upon their ‘hosts’ but
rather on other small creatures living
within the nest.
To this end they could be regarded
as beneficial, eating potential pest
within the nest and perhaps old,
decrepit or sick bees.
This would not apply to honey bees
but rather the smaller colonial bee
species such as sweat bees. In the case
of Apis cerana Fabricius and A. mellifera

From our apiaries: Grassroots & Hove
We had a tidy up at Grassroots on
Saturday 23 October (pictures in Photo
Corner) to tidy up in preparation for
open hive meetings next year.
We still need bark to lay over the weed
suppressant, but there is time for do
that in the winter months.

The four hives at Hove (photo, right)
are OK and ready for winter, while the
three at Grassroots will need
supervision over winter but are OK for
now.
Jude New, Apiary Manager
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Linnaeus, the pseudoscorpions
Ellingsenius indicus (Chamberlin),
Nesochernes gracilis Beier and
Heterochernes novaezealandiae Beier
prey upon Varroa destructor
(Anderson & Trueman), the mite that
causes severe damage to honey bees.
Other species that are inquilines of
honey bees may do the same, but little
is known about the species that live
within bee colonies. Although it has
prompted some research it appears
that the use of pseudoscorpions to
control Varroa is non-viable.
Gerald Legg

NOTICEBOARD

Book of the Month

B&L vacancies: volunteers required
Two key members of our Committee
will be resigning as of the next AGM
in February 2022. Volunteers are
required.

Chairman
Norman Dickinson, who took over
the Chair last year and has steered
us smoothly through troubled
waters, said he would only do so for
a year.

Secretary
Hilary Osman, a Committee
stalwart has done a sterling job as
Secretary, managing correspondence, assembling the minutes and

New BBKA insurance
policy and you
After reviewing the insurance market,
BBKA has taken out a new insurance
policy with Aviva that includes public &
product liability cover for members, for
the period 4 October 2021 to 3 October
2022.
Members sometimes need to prove
they have insurance cover. Aviva does
not issue certificates for public &
product liability. In fact most insurers
don't, they only issue certificates that
are required by law. Instead, BBKA’s
broker, Aston Lark, has provided a 'To
Whom It May Concern' document for
members to use.
The policy document received from
Aviva contained a few minor errors
which we have asked to be corrected
and once the revised document is
received we will make this available.

Document access
In the past we have put insurance
documents onto the BBKA website but
this year all the insurance documents
will be stored on the bbkanews.com
website which has undergone some
work to link it with the eR2
membership database which means
that only active members of the BBKA
can login to the site.
Please view the instructions on how
to login to www.bbkanews.com by
using this link.

agenda, and lots besides for the last
seven years, but she now wants
and deserves to spend more time
with her bees.
So B&L will be looking for two key
officers from February 2022. If
would like know more about what
the jobs entail, see Hilary’s column
in the July issue.

Mentors
Helping new beekeepers is what
we’re all about. We still have
members who need mentors, which
can be done over the phone.
Please let Hilary know if you can
help (details on back page).

Adam wants your honey
If you have a honey surplus, Adam
Strawson of Aecre Honey will buy it
from you at ‘above market price’.
Adam has helped B&L in the past, for
example by supplying syrup and
fondant at a bulk discount which we
have then passed on to members.
If you’re interested, please contact
Adam either by email or on 01273
974120.

B&L Facebook group
The beekeeping season may be
winding down, but there’s still plenty
to do so there’s lots of practical advice
from group members, all related to our
area and its unique micro-climate. And
it’s a great way of meeting people.
So if you have thoughts about any
topic, you’d like to help and to offer
advice or you need advice, please jump
in! The water’s warm and the
atmosphere friendly.
Group membership is now nearly
90-strong—well over half our 165
members are here.
To join, log into Facebook and search
for B&L Beekeeping Division, or
follow this link. Members only
admitted.
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Need a book about bees? We have an
extensive lists of books, a good mix of
technical and anecdotal ones but as we
have several new members, I will start
with the book that helped me most
when I first started keeping bees:
Haynes Bee Manual.
Fifty years ago, Haynes only
produced car manuals, but for just
about every car built—we had a few as
we always seemed to have old cars that
needed an awful lot of maintenance.
Now they seem to produce manuals for
everything, battle tanks, Spitfires even
babies.
It might be very basic but it’s ideal
when you start and don’t have any idea
what a lot of the terms mean, such as
supersedure, supering, laying worker,
etc.
It has chapters on all aspects of
beekeeping from setting up an apiary,
the equipment you will need, right
through to your first honey harvest. It
includes lovely clear photos and
descriptions. There’s also a very good
chapter on diseases and disorders that
you are likely to come across plus
photos of the ghastly ones which we all
hope not to encounter.
I was constantly referring to it in my
first year and we have three copies
waiting for you. Just a returnable £5
deposit to pay. My contact details are
on the back page.
Barbara Summerfield, Librarian

EVENTS

A talk on European foulbrood

B&L meetings & bee chats
Fancy an evening in the pub
talking about bees? Come to
the next Bee Chat at The
Signalman, 76 Ditchling Rise,
Brighton BN1 4QQ, on
Wednesday 17 November

Wed 10 November 2021, 19:00
Speaker: Prof. Giles Budge
European foulbrood is seen as the quiet
sibling of American foulbrood. Less
virulent, less likely to kill individual bees
or even whole colonies, and as such,
more often than not ignored by
international policies to control honey
bee disease. Giles will explain why it is the quiet ones you
need to watch!
Giles will talk about how to recognise the disease and the
history of European foulbrood control in England and Wales
before sharing his research experiences of using laboratory
methods to improve our understanding of disease
transmission and control.
Register here.

2021 at 19:00.
The next formal meeting is LIVE on Friday 19 November
2021 at 19:15. Speaker: B&L’s own Gerald Legg.
Topic: From escaped caterpillars to a new species: a lifelong fascination and devotion to natural history.
Venue: Cliffe Hall, 28 Cliffe High Street, Lewes BN7 2AH.
Promises to be an interesting talk!
For the full list of winter meetings, please see back page.
Please note that all physical winter meetings will be held at
Cliffe Hall (was St. Thomas’ Church Hall) in Lewes.

Understanding Varroa-resistant
honey bees

The benefits of propolis to
honey bees: newest data

Wed 3 November 2021, 19:00.
Speaker: Prof: Stephen Martin. Hosted
by Cambridgeshire BKA.
Since the arrival of the Varroa mite from
Asia, millions of honey bee colonies have
died. For decades, beekeepers have
continued to control varroa populations
by the use of chemicals and other
invasive methods.
However, throughout Africa and most of
South and Central America mite-infested colonies survive
with no mite control. This has been linked with poor mite
reproduction, causes unknown. Throughout Europe and the
USA an increasing number of naturally evolved, mite-tolerant
colonies exist.
The talk will discuss the various tolerant mechanisms and
how honey bee populations globally appear to have evolved
similar ways to combat the varroa mite.
Register here.

Wed 17 November 2021, 19:30
Speaker: Marla Spivak
Honey bees exploit the antimicrobial
properties of resins to supplement
individual immune function and fight off
microorganisms and pathogens. Our
studies on the microbiome communities
revealed that a propolis envelope
promoted the proliferation of beneficial microbes that
support immune function.
Trials in a commercial beekeeping operation using
specially constructed rough-interior boxes that stimulated
the bees to make a propolis envelope resulted in large colony
populations, and did not affect honey production. In general,
encouraging honey bees to construct a propolis envelope has
many benefits to colony health.
Register here.

Waxing lyrical

The impact of pesticides on the
microbiome and health of honey bees

Thu 2 December 2021, 19:00
Speaker: Joyce Nisbet
Joyce is a Master Beekeeper, a BBKA
Honey Judge, Trustee and chairs the
BBKA Spring Convention Committee.
Joyce’s wax preparation skills improved
after she saw high-quality wax exhibits
in Honey Shows.
Joyce’s talk will pass on suggestions for cleaning beeswax,
plus techniques to produce beeswax candles, flowers and
other models, whether for display or as Christmas gifts.
Register here.

Thu 4 November 2021, 17:00
Speaker: Dr Kasie Raymann
Dr. Raymann will discuss the importance
of the gut microbiome in honey bee
health and the impact of exposure to the
herbicide, glyphosate (the main
component in RoundUp), and other
pesticides on the gut microbiome.
Register here.
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PHOTO CORNER

Tidying the apiaries in time for winter

A massive campaign to tidy up the apiaries took place around
October’s penultimate weekend.
Clockwise from above: hedge-trimming at Grassroots; quick
photo pose (also at Grassroots); hives wrapped for the winter
at Barcombe; Grassroots before and after. Well tidy!
Photos: Graham Bubloz and Tony Birkbeck
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MEETINGS AND CONTACTS

B&L Divisional Diary, November 2021

Officers & contacts

Winter meetings 2021/22

President: Vacant
Chairman: Norman Dickinson
E: chair.blbees@outlook.com
M: 07792 296422

Date

Format Topic

Speaker

Fri 19
November

Live *

From escaped caterpillars
to new species: a life-long
fascination and devotion
to natural history

Gerald Legg

Wed 15
Zoom
December
Fri 18
Live *
February
Wed 16 March Zoom

Bee houses

David Evans
(The Apiarist)

Fri 22 April

Live *

Getting ready for the new
year + The Bee People
trade stand

Ben & Maggi
Pratt

31 May

Live

Bee Disease Day

Laughton

AGM / Honey Show /
Auction
Dance like no-one’s
watching

Lynne Ingram

Hon Secretary: Hilary Osman
Holly Tree Cottage, Norlington Ln, Ringmer BN8 5SH
E: secretary@brightonlewesbeekeepers.co.uk
T: 01273 813045
Treasurer: Norman Dickinson
34 Abergavenny Road, Lewes BN7 1SN
E: memsec.blbees@outlook.com
M: 07792 296422
Membership Secretary: Norman Dickinson
(Details above)

* Meetings held at Cliffe Hall, Cliffe High Street, Lewes BN7 2AH.
Meetings Secretary: Bob Curtis
Librarian: Barbara Summerfield
E: psummerfield99@ntlworld.com

Deadlines
Please send all contributions for the newsletter, including
photos, to the Editor (details on right). Max. length: 700 words.
Copy deadline: 18th of the month before the publication date.
Email photos etc. for the website to Webmaster Gerald Legg
(details on right).
Publication date: 25th of the month.

Swarm Co-ordinator: Eric Prior
E: swarms@brightonlewesbeekeepers.co.uk
M: 07999 987097
Webmaster: Gerald Legg
E: gerald@chelifer.com
Newsletter Editor: Manek Dubash
E: editor@mailforce.net
M: 07788 923557

National Bee Unit inspectors
Regional Bee Inspector: Sandra Gray
M: 07775 119430
E: sandra.gray@apha.gov.uk
Seasonal Bee Inspector: Diane Steele
M: 07775 119452
E: diane.steele@apha.gov.uk

Training Co-ordinator: Jude New
E: newapiary@hotmail.com
Asian Hornet Team Co-ordinator: Manek Dubash
E: blbka.ahat@gmail.com
M: 07762 312592

Disclaimer
The Brighton and Lewes Division of the SBKA cannot accept
any responsibility for loss, injury or damage sustained by
persons in consequence of their participation in activities
arranged by the Division.

Apiary Managers
- Barcombe: Tony Birkbeck
- Grassroots: Jude New
- Hove: Jude New
- Isfield: Ian White
B&L Facebook Group
Group Administrator: Graham Bubloz
E: graham@bubloz.plus.com
M: 07758 866278
Sussex BKA County Representative: Vacant
National Honey Show Rep: Norman Dickinson
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